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On the Logarithm of Closed Linear Operators

By Atsushi YOSHIKAWA*)

Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University

(Comm. by K6saku Y0SIDA, M. Z..., March 12, 1973)

For a non-negative operator A in a Banach space X, Nollau [3]
gave a definition of its logarithm log A. In this note, we present an-
other definition of log A. Formally our definition is based on the
relation

log A--log A(p /A)-l-log (z/A)-1, /0.
It is important here that log(//A)- (resp. log A(/-t-A)-9 is to be
defined as the infinitesimal generator of a holomorphic semi-group
(//A)-, >__0, (resp. A(/+A)-) under suitable conditions on A.
Using this relation, we derive several formal properties of log A, of
which some seem to be new. By means of these properties, we finally
give another proof of one of Nollau’s representation formulas for
log A. The original proof was done through Dunford’s integral and
Nollau relied on this formula for the derivation of formal properties
of log A.

1. Definition and formal properties. We only consider a densely
ranged and densely defined non-negative operator A in a Banach space
X. Namely, all positive reals are contained in the resolvent set P(--A)
of --A
(1.1) llr(r+A)- I<=M,
(1.2) D(A)=X;
(.3) R(A)=X.
Here D(T), R(T) stand or the domain and the range o an operator T,
respectively. Y is the closure o the set Y in X.

For A with (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), the following assertion is well-known
(Komatsu [1, 2], cf. Yosida [4]).

Proposition 1.1. For any positive/, {(/+A)-"; >=0}, {A"(/+A)-";
a>= 0} are strongly continuous semi-groups of bounded linear operators.
Both semi-groups are analytically continued to the half plane Re c0.

We also note the ollowing relation (cL Komatsu [2])"
(1.4) A"(/+A)-"=/-"(A- +l-)-.We denote by A+(/; A) (resp. A-(/; A)) the infinitesimal generator of
(/+A)-" (resp. A"(I+A)-"). We set D+/-(/ A)--D(A(/; A)). We some-
times write A+/-(p), D(/) instead of A(/ A), D(/; A).
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Proposition 1.2. D+(I) and D-(I) are independent of/>0:
D+()=D+,
D-(/) =D-.

Proof. We firs note he following elementary
Lemma 1.3. Let T be a strongly continuous group of bounded

operators. If Tt i8 analytically continued in the sectors=(; Re <>0,
largrlt+/-}, (0t z/2), then its infinitesimal generator is bounded,
and T, is entire in t.

Proof. Under the assumption of Lemma, we see immediately that
the spectrum of its infinitesimal generator B is compact. In particular,

Ttx=(2zi)-l[ e-zt(z--B)-Ixdz, (x e X),
JF

where F is a bounded closed curve containing the spectrum o] B in its
interior. This implies the lemma.

End of the proof of Proposition 1.2. If v0, we have
(//A)-"= {(v+A)(Z+A)-}"(,+A)-".

Since {(,/A)(//A)-I}" is a group satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma
1.3, its infinitesimal generator A,, is bounded. Thus, x e D/(,) if and
only if x e D/(/), and

A+(/)x A+()x+A,x, x e D+

The other half of Proposition 1.2 is proved similarly.

Proposition 1.4. If x e D+ (resp. D-), then A+(l)x (resp. A-(l)x)
is strongly differentiable in ta, and
(1.5) dA/(t)x/dla= -([+n)-x,
(resp.
(.6)

Proof.

xeD+.

dA-(l)x/dt=--(l+A)-x, x e D-).
Since

we have, by differentiating in c nd letting a--.0,

A+(l)x-A+(1)x= D/

Here We used that A,, in the proof o Proposition 1.2 is continuous in
/ or ,0. Hence, we get (1.5) after differentiation in /. (1.6) is
obtained analogously.

Corollary 1.5. The operator L with
Lx= {A-(t)-A+(t)}x, x e D(L),

D(L) D/ D-,
is defined independently of l O.

Proposition 1.6. The operator L is closable.
Proof. First we note, for x e D/ D-,

(1.7) (A--I)(t+A)-x= fA(t+A)-Lxd, tO.
3o
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In fact, if we set u(o)=(A"--I)(/+A)-"x, x e D/ f3 D-, then we have

du(a) Idol= A/(/)u(a) +A"(Z+A)-"Lx,
u(0)=0.

Thus,

u(a)-- exp ((a-- fl)A / (z))A(/ +A)-Lxdfl

By differentiating (1.7) in/, we obtain

(1.8) (A"-I)(p/A)-"-x=_[iA(l+A)-"-ixdfl, x n/ VID-.

Now let z e D/ f3 D- be such that zz, Lzy. From (1.8), we have

(1.9) (A-I)(I+A)--z=A(f/A)-"-yd.
Here the right-hand side is differentiable in a, and (g/A)-z e D+.
Thus the left-hand side of (1.9) is termwise differentiable in a. In
particular, ([+A)-z e D-, and

A-(/)(/+A)-lz-A+ (/)([ +A)-lz (/ +A)-Iy,
or
(1.10) L(/ /A)-Iz= ([/A)-Xy.
Hence, if z- 0, then y-- 0.

Corollary 1.7. Let L- be the closure of L. If x e D(L~), then
([+A)-lx e D(L), and

L(/+A)-lx (Z +A)-IL x.
Proof. This follows rom (1.10).
A similar discussion shows the following

Corollary 1.8. If x e D(L~), then A(/+A)-Ix e D(L), and
LA(/+A)-ix A(/+A)-L x.

Corollary 1.9. If A is bounded, then D(L)=D-, and L~=L. If
A- is bounded, then D(L)=D/, and L~=L.

Proof. I A is bounded, then (z+A) satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 1.3. Thus, D/=X. The other hal follows similarly.

Definition 1.10. We define log A L-.
Corollary 1.1 1. If x e D+ D-, then

log Ax= log A(/+A)-x log (/+A)-x.
Proposition 1o12. log A -log A-.
Proof. Using (1.4), we have

A+(/ A)= -log/+A-(/-I A-l),
A-(/ A)= -log/+A+(/-I A-).

Proposition 1.1 :}.

(1.11) A+(/)-- log (/ +A)-I
(1.12) A-(/) log A(g-t-A)-.

Proof. Put B=(/+A)-. Since
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B(I+B)-x--(I+B)-x

(Z-l-A)(1 -l-[-pA)-:A+([;A)([+A)-’xdfl,
we hve

A-(1; B)B"(1 +B)-"x-A/(1; B)(1 +B)-"x

l+A)(u+A)"(1 +/ +A)-".[: A/(/ A)(l+A)-xdfl
/ (p +A)"(1 +z+A)-"A+(/ A)(I+A)-"x.

A/(1 ;B)--A-(1 ;//A) being bounded (Lemma 1.3), x e D(A-(1 B)) if
and only if x e D(A/(/ A)), and

A-(1 ;B)x-A/(1; B)x=A+(I; A)x.
By Corollary 1.9, we have (1.11). (1.12) is proved in a similar way.

2. Representation formula.
Proposition 2.1. If x D(A) for some fl, 01, then

(2.1) limn log R(R+A)-x=0.
If x e R(A’) for some ’, 0 ’ 1, then
(2.2) lim,_ log A(/A)-x= 0.

Proof. Since

(R+A)-x-R-x= - A(R+sA)--xds, x e D(A),

R-x [IA(R +sA)-xds-O(R-).A+(R A)x--log

(2.2) is proved similarly.

Proposition 2.2. If x e D(A) 1R(A’) for some , ’, 0<,/’< 1,
then

log Ax--(log ,)x +lima_[[-A([+A)-xd[
(2.3) d

-lim_i(+A)-ad
for every > O.

Proof. By Proposition 1.4,
d log [([/A)-x/dl={g--(l+A)-}x.

Thus, by Proposition 2.1,

log ,(,+A)-x=lim p-A(p+A)-xdp.
Similarly,

log A(,+A)-’x-- -lim,oi(//A)-xd/.
Hence, Corollary 1.11 implies the proposition.

Corollary 2.3 (Nollau). If x e D(A) R(A’) for some fl, fl’, Ofl,

’ 1, then

(2.4) log Ax=lim.07 (1 +[)-(A--I)(l+A)-xd/.
Proof. We divide the integral in the right-hand side of (2.4):
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(l+z)-(A-l)(z+A)-xdz-]i+f=I,+IR, 0.

Then, as easily seen,

/,--{log (v+ 1)--log (1 /D}x-.[i(l+A)-lxd[,
and

I’=fg-A(p+A)-xdz-(log R(R+ 1)-- log ,+log (,+ 1)ix.
Hence, (2.4) follows from (2.3).
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